Cryo-scanning electron microscopic study on freezing behavior of xylem ray parenchyma cells in hardwood species
Differential thermal analysis (DTA) has indicated that xylem ray parenchyma cells (XRPCs) of hardwood species adapt to freezing of apoplastic water either by deep supercooling or by extracellular freezing, depending upon the species. DTA studies indicated that moderately cold hardy hardwood species exhibiting deep supercooling in the XRPCs were limited in latitudinal distribution within the -40 degrees C isotherm, while very hardy hardwood species exhibiting extracellular freezing could distribute in colder areas beyond the -40 degrees C isotherm. Predictions based on the results of DTA, however, indicate that XRPCs exhibiting extracellular freezing may appear not only in very hardy woody species native to cold areas beyond the -40 degrees C isotherm but also in less hardy hardwood species native to tropical and subtropical zones as well as in a small number of moderately hardy hardwood species native to warm temperate zones. Cryo-scanning electron microscopic (cryo-SEM) studies on the freezing behavior of XRPCs have revealed some errors in DTA. These errors are originated mainly due to the overlap between exotherms produced by freezing of water in apoplastic spaces (high temperature exotherms, HTEs) and exotherms produced by freezing of intracellular water of XRPCs by breakdown of deep supercooling (low temperature exotherms, LTEs), as well as to the shortage of LTEs produced by intracellular freezing of XRPCs. In addition, DTA results are significantly affected by cooling rates employed. Further, cryo-SEM observations, which revealed the true freezing behavior of XRPCs, changed the previous knowledge of freezing behavior of XRPCs that had been obtained by freeze-substitution and transmission electron microscopic studies. Cryo-SEM results, in association with results obtained from DTA that were reconfirmed or changed by observation using a cryo-SEM, revealed a clear tendency of the freezing behavior of XRPCs in hardwood species to change with changes in the temperature in the growing conditions, including both latitudinal and seasonal temperature changes. In latitudinal temperature changes, XRPCs in less hardy hardwood species native to tropical and subtropical zones exhibited deep supercooling to -10 degrees C, XRPCs in moderately hardy hardwood species native to temperate zones exhibited a gradual increase in the supercooling ability to -40 degrees C from warm toward cool temperate zones, and XRPCs in very hardy hardwood species native to boreal forests exhibited extracellular freezing via an intermediate form of freezing behavior between deep supercooling and extracellular freezing. In seasonal temperature changes, XRPCs in hardwood species native to temperate zones changed their supercooling ability from a relatively low degree in summer to a high degree in winter. XRPCs in hardwood species native to boreal forests changed their freezing behavior from deep supercooling to -10 degrees C in summer to extracellular freezing in winter. These results indicate that the freezing behavior of XRPCs in hardwood species tends to shift gradually from supercooling of -10 degrees C, to a gradual increase in the deep supercooling ability to -40 degrees C or less, and finally to extracellular freezing as a result of cold acclimation in response to both latitudinal and seasonal temperature changes. It is thought that these temperature-dependent changes in the freezing behavior of XRPCs in hardwood species are mainly controlled by changes in cell wall properties, although no distinct changes were detected by electron microscopic observations in cell wall organization between hardwood species or between seasons. Evidence of temperature-dependent changes in the freezing behavior of XRPCs in hardwood species provided by the results of studies using a cryo-SEM has indicated the need for further investigation to clarify cold acclimation-induced cell wall changes at the sub-electron microscopic level in order to understand the mechanisms of freezing adaptation.